4 things to bear in mind when talking
about Millennials
We love to label generations – I’m well aware that I do it when I use the term
“Millennial”. It’s reductively tempting to caricature two decades’ or so’s
worth of young people. No wonder these labels have such colourful,
evocative names – Baby Boomers, Generation X, etc. They make good copy.
But we ought to be aware of the risks in doing so.

1. Definition can feel like alienation
“Define me, define me!” Yep, that’s a good old-fashioned Friends reference
– the one where Phoebe’s prospective boyfriend lampoons her social circle
for what he says is their incessant craving for “definition” by others. But not
everyone wants to be defined – get it wrong and you alienate people – is there
anything more unnerving than being lumped in as part of a homogeous mass,
your individual characteristics reduced to their lowest common
denominators? We risk doing just that when we write or talk about
“Millennials”, a group whose members might have been born any time
between around 1982 and 2004.

2. Definition can lead to attack
Articles about Millennials are frequently attacks. We hear words like greedy,

lazy, entitled, unrealistic. After the election of Trump, Kellyanne Conway
mocked “snowflake” Millennials. Back in 2015, Breitbart ran with an
infamous piece: 7 Reasons Millennials Are The Worst Generation.
The thing is, Millennials themselves are rarely moaning or woe-is-me. The
articles that we write about them point out the various ways that Millennials
are in a difficult position, or see the world differently – and these articles are
picked up by the likes of Conway as evidence that Millennials are hard-doneby grumblers!

3. Definition should be done by the defined
When Millennials themselves write about their situation, chances are they
don’t use the word Millennial at all. Their understanding of what it is to be
young – or young-ish – and alive today is nuanced. They’re immersed in it.
When they do talk about the term, as in a Vice article such as this one, the
tone is of bewildered alienation, of confusion about the type of attacks I’ve
mentioned.

4. Definition should not be dumb
There’s such an urge to define and examine Millennials, it’s easy for writers
and commentators to get lost in that process rather than focus on the
supposed goals of defining Millennial characteristics. I’ve frequently read
about how Millennials use social media more than previous generations.
Well, quite… They’re “digital natives”. Again, that’s kind of a given. But
well done – your Millennial Frankenstein is coming on nicely.
We need to speak to Millennials, not unhelpfully distract ourselves by
constantly seeking – sometimes inaccurately – to define them.

The ultimate symbol of Millennial
“self-obsession”?
If you believe everything you read, you might assume that Millennials are the
spoilt generation. They eat so much avocado on toast, they’re messing up
their chances of buying a house. They expect to progress in their careers just
by turning up. They are all entitlement and take, take, take, me, me, me.
And now – this was a new one on me – it appears they even have their own
colour. It’s a particular shade of pink. The cheek of it.
I was fascinated by this article. For what is “Millennial” about this shade of
pink? Really, this is a shade of pink that just happens to be popular now, a
particular pink (a shade of a colour, for heaven’s sake) that has gained
traction thanks to certain pop-cultural influences (and influencers) and the
digital sharing society we live in. Cultural influence exists in a long
continuum: there is nothing inherently “Millennial” about this pink. There is
nothing terribly insightful about Millennials as people that we can deduce
from it. And when I say “nothing we can deduce from it”, I really mean that
there’s no way we can use it to invasively psychologise – and possibly
criticise – the Millennials for by analysis of this pink.
I’ve said it many times before that Millennials must be sick, yes of being
attacked, but also of being so minutely examined. This is a pretty nice shade

of pink. I’m not sure it needs to be called “Millennial”.

Millennials versus Generation Z
You probably know that Generation Z is the next to come after the
Millennials, but had you considered that they’re reaching employment age?
Born between the mid-1990s and early 2000s, your office might already have
one or two Gen Z team members.
Obviously, this generations business is a continuum – there’s no chasm
between a young Millennial and an older Gen Zer – but, nonetheless, an older
Millennial and a younger Gen Z might be some distance apart in age.
They’re both still young, of course – particularly in the eyes of a leader from
an older generation – but their competencies and expectations could be quite
distinct in certain areas. Here’s a rundown of some key differences to be
prepared for:

1. Digital natives par excellence
Gen Z sometimes get tagged the iGeneration. They have grown up with
devices in their hands. Social media interaction comes as naturally (arguably
more naturally) than human interaction. Don’t mistake smartphone-gazing for
time-wasting. Gen Z are umbilically attached to tech.

2. Fame isn’t all it’s cracked up to be
Gen Z have seen how easily fame can come, how easily it is lost and how

often it is undeserved. Here’s an example of how their immersion in the
digital realm should not be equated with psychological shallowness. One
thing it has shown them is that celebrity is nothing special. They look for the
real worth. That’s something to remember as a leader.

3. Diversity’s a given, but left-wing isn’t
Homophobia and racism are alien concepts to many from Gen Z. Diversity
isn’t something you need to drum into them. This generation has, however,
seen the rise of terror and the concomitant spread of ultra-conservative and
alt-right thinking. Alt-right thinking that presents itself as a rebellion against
the elite. In other words, having a rebellious streak for a Gen Zer does not
automatically mean left-wing thinking, the way it has in the past.

Are Millennials naive about their
prospects?
Millennials get accused of a lot and normally I’m the first to jump to their
defence.
But in this instance, I’m wondering if they’re being a little naive.
A recent story relates how the World Economic Forum’s Global Shapers
survey for 2017 suggests that Millennials reckon overall that technology is
beneficial to their job prospects, rather than a threat.
I hope that’s true, but everything points to humankind being in the early
throes of a fourth industrial revolution. If the third saw all things digital get a
foothold in the workplace, the fourth might just see digital become the
workplace.
I wonder if Millennials optimism is linked to how technology has served
them up to now. It has been one long honeymoon period, really! Technology
has made things more instant, more fun and more connected. One reason for
these effects is that technology is so very good at efficiency. And it’s this
characteristic that Millennials must bear in mind when considering the
progression of their careers. What can they do that technology cannot? The
range of options is narrowing with every passing year.

Millennials and the importance of
visual sophistication
This Forbes article, aimed at marketing professionals, hammers home the
incredible importance of interactivity and visual innovation when selling to
Millennials.
It is my belief that the ideas in the piece have extensive application to
managing Millennials in the workplace too. Here’s how.

Make things visual
Millennials and the generation following them, Generation Z, are highly
visual. And sophisticated with it – what was once acceptable as illustration
for a PowerPoint presentation is laughable now. Make sure you bear that in
mind when planning and commissioning visual material for training and
information-sharing purposes. Can your employees themselves input on the
creation of visual material? It’s a great way to tease out skills you didn’t
know your team had, and to open doors you didn’t know were there!
This is also about disrupting our set-in-stone notions of how information is
related and narratives conveyed. Could your business start its own YouTube
channel, so employees can give each other tips? If some of your employees
are working remotely this is also a nice way to encourage social interaction.

Make things collaborative
People want to create and collaborate. Whether it’s a beautiful artwork or
something much more humble (or even an ad aimed at themselves, as in the
linked article!), we like to see something coming together before our eyes.
For Millennials used to innovative use of visuals, that applies even more. So
do have faith in shared working. Rather than the model where everyone has
their work squirreled away on their private hard drive, encourage
collaborative documents. It’s might only be a Gdoc, but it’s still far more
pleasingly visual – not to mention efficient – than the older ways of
collaborating on documents.

Invention is the mother of invention
So the 2008 financial crisis had one upside. According to this article, the
increasing dearth of jobs at major companies following the crash encouraged
graduates and young job finders to start their own businesses.
A case of necessity being the mother of invention? Well, yes, but in this case
invention is the mother of invention too. These young start-up founders
would not have found such fertile ground for their ideas were it not for the
leaps and bounds in the technological arena over the past decade. Server
space is cheaper than it was, new innovations give you the opportunity to get
a head start before others have caught on, and social media channels are not
just free – they’re the principal, accepted means of marketing, giving you
access to millions of people across the world.
What really pleased me about this piece, though, was this line: “[…] many
now see the idea of founding their own company as more prestigious than
joining a big firm”. Whereas, initially, this move towards a start-up culture
was born of job scarcity, such initiative appears to have gained real prestige.
And that’s fantastic – valuing innovation and risk over conformity and
comfort is precisely what we need as we move into the fourth industrial
revolution. It’s all about skills development.

How young leaders can gain respect
I read with interest this piece from Deep Patel on ways that young leaders can
gain respect from their teams. I’d like to add a few more:

1. Don’t think of yourself as unique
I think an air of defensiveness comes through once or twice in Deep’s piece –
“prove your value as soon as possible” and don’t forget you can fire that
“insubordinate employee”! Relax. There are more and more young leaders
out there. Work sector mobility and increasing meritocracy means it’s not
such a strange thing for a young person to be the boss. You’re one of many.

2. Keep on learning
Chances are your familiarity with the cutting edge of digital and
technological innovation helped get you where you are. So now that you’re
inundated with the pressures of being the leader, don’t neglect all those
channels – blogs, Twitter feeds, industry websites – that were a big part of
your learning. And go to cross-industry meet-ups to freshen things up once in
a while. Keep looking at your own skills development.

3. Share your strategy
There’s been some research suggesting that young leaders are perceived to
lack strategic vision, a skill that – so the old wisdom goes – comes with
experience. So go ahead and share your strategy with the team. If you’re

coaching young professionals, encourage them to do this.

4. Show commitment to the company
One criticism levelled at younger team members – particularly Millennials –
is that they are always looking for the next opportunity, ready to jump ship at
any moment, with no loyalty to their present employer. Show strong
leadership by demonstrating to your team that you’re dedicated to the
organization and are here for the long haul.

Making offices work for youthful
teams
Remote working, as we know, is on the increase. But you might have noticed
– there are still offices out there! And some are populated by increasingly
youthful teams. This article from Wired has a couple of nice ideas around
fostering fertile channels of communication in a young team: the case study
workplace uses WhatsApp for mostly social interaction and Facebook’s
Workplace for project discussions. From my experience of coaching young
professionals, I’d like to share a few ideas of my own for how to keep officebased youthful teams motivated.

1. Create fluidity in the work space
The days of anchoring ourselves to one desk space are numbered. Remote
working appeals to younger team members because it is a natural
progression: as technology has developed to be more mobile, workers can be
more mobile too. So envisage the office space with movement in mind.
Declutter so that there are few spaces that “belong” to one person. Get the
technology (and sofas) set up so that team members can move around and
work in different places – power points, strong wifi, etc. Workplace
wellbeing requires fluidity.

2. Keep talking

A youthful team will be composed of digital natives. Which means they’ve
grown up glued to their digital devices. But, though it might not look like it,
growing up like that has made them alert to the need for real human
interaction to offset all the non-IRL stuff. Keep talking to them. Set up
regular one-on-ones to counteract the anonymity and alter egos of the online
world. Make communication a big part of your leadership presence.

3. Be creative with the perks
Drinking really isn’t the be all and end all anymore. Can you splash some of
that pub budget on a spread of breakfast treats, tickets for an exhibition or
group language classes? Strong leadership means being creative with
rewards.

Why teamwork is a buzz-kill word for
Gen Z
We need to be careful when talking up “teamwork” to Generation Z. That’s
the angle taken by this article. The writer Deep Patel suggests that the focus
when coaching Generation Z – those born from around 1996 to 2010, who
are just entering the workforce – should be above all to prioritize them as
individuals. Their sense of “team” will come later, if this is done the right
way.
I think Deep is onto something here. Generation Z have arguably had more
information thrown their way than any generation before them. Their data
filters are Fort Knox standard. Notions (such as “teamwork”) that don’t make
immediate sense, that don’t hit home viscerally will leave Gen Z job-seekers
cold. And that means you’ll miss out on talent who wonder why you’re
rolling out these old clichés – who wants to work in a place like that?
There were some very obvious pathways for previous generations. Follow
one of those pathways and you’d also find job security down it. The fourth
industrial revolution means those relative certainties are no more. It’s about
creative coaching techniques: there’s no room for words that mean little, that
speak to a homogenous mass keen to please and conform. Individuals now
need to look out for themselves and Generation Z knows it.
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